We report an experimental study of superfluid hydrodynamic effects in a one-dimensional polariton fluid flowing along a laterally patterned semiconductor microcavity and hitting a micron-sized engineered defect. At high excitation power, superfluid propagation effects are observed in the polariton dynamics, in particular, a sharp acoustic horizon is formed at the defect position, separating regions of sub-and super-sonic flow. Our experimental findings are quantitatively reproduced by theoretical calculations based on a generalized Gross-Pitaevskii equation. Promising perspectives to observe Hawking radiation via photon correlation measurements are illustrated.
Introduction -Back in 1974, S. Hawking [1] predicted that the zero-point fluctuations of the quantum vacuum may be converted into correlated pairs of real particles at the event horizon of an astrophysical black hole. The resulting emission, called Hawking radiation, has a thermal character at a Hawking temperature T H proportional to the surface gravity of the black hole. Unfortunately, a direct observation of this radiation in an astrophysical context is made very difficult by the extremely low value of T H , in the micro-K range for a solar mass black hole, well below the cosmic microwave background.
To overcome this severe limitation, a pioneering work by Unruh [2] introduced the idea of condensed-matter analogs of gravitational systems, and anticipated the occurrence of an analog Hawking emission of sound waves whenever a fluid shows an acoustic horizon separating regions of sub-and supersonic flow. Since this early prediction, an intense theoretical activity was devoted to the study of different condensed-matter and optical platforms where such analog black holes could be created [3] . In the last few years, experimental realizations of horizons were reported in water channels [4] , atomic Bose-Einstein condensates [5] , nonlinear optical fibers [6] and silica glass [7] illuminated by strong laser pulses, and also in bulk nonlinear optical systems [8] . However, the only experimental claims of stimulated and spontaneous Hawking emission reported so far respectively in [4] and [7] are still being actively debated by the community [9] [10] [11] [12] .
In the last decade, quantum fluids of light [13] have emerged as a promising system to study quantum hydrodynamics effects, and in particular analog black holes and Hawking radiation. Among the different optical plat- * hai son.nguyen@lpn.cnrs.fr; Present address: Institut de Nanotechnologies de Lyon, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, CNRS (UMR 5270), 36 avenue Guy de Collongue, 69134 Ecully, France forms, dressed photons in semiconductor microcavities in the strong coupling regime -the so-called cavity polaritons [14] -have led to the most impressive experimental achievements, such as the observation of superfluidity [15] and of the hydrodynamic nucleation of quantized vortices [16, 17] and solitons [18, 19] in a novel optical context. Building on these results, strategies to study acoustic Hawking emission from analog black holes in polariton fluids have been recently proposed [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
In this Letter, we report the experimental realization of an acoustic black hole in the hydrodynamic flow of microcavity polaritons. A stationary one-dimensional (1D) flowing polariton fluid is generated by resonant cw excitation of a microcavity device laterally patterned into a photonic wire showing a localized defect potential. While at weak excitation power the polariton density profile shows a strong modulation due to scattering on the defect, at stronger excitation powers a superfluid behavior is apparent in the suppressed modulation upstream of the defect [15, 25] ; at the same time, as a consequence of the sudden density drop an acoustic horizon appears in the vicinity of the defect, after which the flow is supersonic. Detailed in-situ information on the flow is obtained from real-and momentum-space photoluminescence (PL) experiments, which show full quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions based on the generalized GrossPitaevskii equation of Ref. 25 .
Experimental set-up -Our sample, grown by molecular beam epitaxy, consists of a GaAs λ microcavity sandwiched between top/bottom Bragg reflectors, with 26/30 pairs of Ga 0.9 Al 0.1 As/Ga 0.05 Al 0.95 As λ/4 layers. A single 8 nm-thick In 0.95 Ga 0.05 As quantum well is inserted at the antinode of the confined electromagnetic field, i.e. at the center of the microcavity layer. At 10 K, the temperature of our experiments, the photon quality factor amounts to Q ∼ 33000 (i.e. γ ∼ 0.05 meV, γ being the photon decay rate) and the Rabi splitting is Ω R ∼ 3.5 meV. Electron beam lithography and inductively coupled plasma dry etching were used to laterally pattern the microcavity, such that photonic wires of 400 µm-length and 3 µm-width were realized. In the considered spatial region, the detuning of the photonic wire mode from the exciton energy is δ = E cav − E ex ≈ −3 meV, corresponding to a lower polariton effective mass 3 × 10 −5 times smaller than the free electron mass. An engineered defect is created at the center of the wire by enlarging its width to 5.6 µm over a length of 1 µm, as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) : the reduced lateral confinement results in a localized attractive potential for polaritons with a depth of −0.85 meV.
In our experiments, a cw single-mode Ti:Sapphire excitation laser is focused onto a 16 µm-wide spot by means of a microscope objective with numerical aperture NA= 0.28. The laser spot is centered about 30 µm away from the defect, and the incidence angle corresponds to a laser wave vector around k p = 0.3 µm −1 . The laser energy E pump is blue-shifted by 0.37 meV with respect to the (approximately) parabolic lower polariton dispersion, as shown in Fig. 1(b) : As a result, polaritons ballistically propagate out of the excitation spot towards the defect [13] , as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . Polariton emission, collected in transmission geometry through the back of the sample with a second microscope objective (NA= 0.55), is imaged on a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera coupled to a spectrometer; both real and momentum space images are acquired.
Low-power experiments -The polariton flow across the defect is first characterized at low excitation power (p = 7 mW). At such low power, polariton-polariton interactions are negligible and the Bogoliubov dispersion of the elementary excitations in the fluid [13, 25] reduces to the single particle parabolic dispersion: back-scattering of polaritons from the defect is thus possible, and interference between the incoming and reflected polaritons is visible in the spatially resolved PL emission of the polariton fluid as a strong modulation of the density pattern in the region upstream of the defect [ Fig. 1(c) ]. The corresponding momentum space distribution is shown in Fig. 2(a) where the light emission from the upstream region is isolated using a spatial filter [26] : the peak at k y > 0 corresponds to the incoming fluid, while the one at k y < 0 is due to reflected polaritons. An analog measurement on the other side of the defect shows that the polaritons recover a ballistic flow with a single momentum space peak at k y > 0 [ Fig. 2(d) ], while the spatial density exponentially decreases because of radiative losses [ Fig. 1(d) ]: the radiative lifetime estimated from the measured polariton momentum and spatial decay rate amounts to 14 ps (corresponding to γ = 47 µeV ), in very good agreement with the nominal quality factor of our sample. High-power experiments -As reviewed in [3] , the very concept of analog models is based on the possibility to describe the wavy propagation of excitations on the fluid in terms of a curved space-time metric. In particular, this requires that excitations have a linear, sonic-like dis-persion on both sides of the horizon, the speed of sound then playing the role of the speed of light. While the lowdensity excitation spectrum of the polariton fluid has a single-particle parabolic shape, a sonic dispersion is recovered at higher densities, with a speed of sound given by c = gn/m in terms of the polariton-polariton interaction energy, g, and the polariton density, n [25, 27] . In a flowing fluid at velocity v, density excitations are dragged by the flow and propagate at v ± c. An acoustic horizon is defined as the point where a spatially dependent flow changes from a subsonic (v < c) character in the upstream region to a supersonic (v > c) character in the downstream one: in such configurations, sonic excitations are unable to propagate back from the supersonic region to the horizon, analogously to what happens to light trying to escape from astrophysical black holes.
In the experiment, acoustic black-hole horizons are created by increasing the laser power so to inject a higher polariton density while keeping the same excitation geometry and laser energy. Experimental results for a 100 mW excitation power are shown in Fig. 1 (f): in contrast to the low density case, the reflection on the defect is now totally suppressed, as clearly evidenced by the absence of any interference pattern in the upstream region. Correspondingly, the k y < 0 peak shown in Fig. 2 (c) disappears from the spatially-selected momentum space data for the upstream region. As originally studied in [15, 25] , these features are a clear signature of the superfluid nature of the polariton fluid in the upstream and of the sub-sonic character of the flow.
As one can see in Fig. 1 (g), the density of the polariton flow drops by a factor of ∼ 7 over a distance d ≈ 8 µm across the defect region, with an even deeper minimum a few µm in front of the defect. This complicate density profile is quantitatively reproduced by numerical simulations of a generalized Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the lower polariton field including pumping and loss terms [13, 25] as shown in Fig. 1(h) . The parameters used in the simulations (potential profile, shape and energy of the pump, losses) are directly taken from the nominal experimental values; more details on these calculations are given in the Supplemental Materials [26] . The density drop across the defect results in a corresponding decrease of the speed of sound and simultaneous increase of the flow speed, as evidenced by comparing the positions of the momentum-space peaks on the two sides of the defect shown in Figs. 
2(c,f).
Experimental evidence of the acoustic horizon -A quantitative insight on the subsonic vs. supersonic character of the flow in the upstream/downstream regions as a function of excitation power can be obtained from the momentum space pictures of Fig. 2 as follows. In our non-equilibrium stationary state, the polariton oscillation frequency is locked to the excitation laser frequency [25] . Away from the pump spot, in regions of slowly varying flow where quantum pressure is negligible, the Gross-Pitaevskii equation directly leads to a generalized Bernoulli equation for driven-dissipative polariton The procedure discussed in the text is used to extract the interaction energy, the flow speed, and the speed of sound for both experimental data and theoretical calculations.
fluids in the form [13] 
where E 0 is the single-particle polariton energy at k y = 0 [see Fig. 1 (b)], k fluid is the local momentum of the polariton fluid, and E int = gn is the interaction energy. The physical meaning of this equation is visible in the momentum space data displayed in Fig. 2 (a-c): for the upstream region, the increase of the density n with excitation power corresponds to a decreased kinetic energy, indeed, as evidenced by the peak wavevector shifting from k fluid = 0.56 µm −1 (non-interacting fluid) to k fluid = 0.21 µm −1 (high power). Using the Eq. (1), it is then straightforward to extract from the peak wavevector, k fluid , the dependence of the interaction energy, E int , on the laser excitation power. The speed of sound is directly obtained from the interaction energy (c = E int /m). The same analysis can be done for the downstream region [ Fig. 2(d-f)] . The results are shown in Fig. 3 . We distinguish three regimes as follows.
(1) Linear regime (for an excitation power p < 10 mW). In this case, E int 0 in both the upstream and the downstream regions. Correspondingly, the flow speed (v = k fluid /m) is quite large and almost constant everywhere as it is fixed by the pump frequency [13] .
(2) Intermediate regime with supersonic-supersonic interface (for 10 mW< p <100 mW). In this case, the polariton density is large enough to have a well-defined speed of sound in both upstream and downstream re- gions. After a fast increase at low p, the interaction energy saturates above p = 20 mW. This can be explained in terms of an optical limiter behavior in the pump spot region, which sets in as soon as the interaction energy here exceeds the excitation laser detuning (0.37 meV). It is interesting to note that this value of the interaction energy is large enough (E int > 2(E pump − E 0 )/3 ≈ 0.31 meV [26]) to give a sub-sonic superfluid flow under the laser spot. However, outside the excitation spot but still in the upstream region, the decrease in density caused by the radiative decay quickly turns the fluid back into the supersonic regime with E int < 0.31 meV, as shown in Fig. 3(a-b) .
(3) Subsonic-supersonic interface (for p > 100 mW). In this case, the polariton density in the upstream region between the pump spot and the defect is large enough E int ≈ 0.35 ± 0.02 meV to have a sub-sonic flow (superfluid) up to the defect position, in agreement with the un-modulated spatial shape already seen in Fig. 1(g) . On the other hand, as a consequence of the density drop at the defect position, the polariton density in the downstream region remains low enough for the flow to be supersonic, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . This transition between subsonic and supersonic regimes shows that for an excitation power p > 100 mW, an acoustic black-hole horizon is indeed present in the polariton fluid in the vicinity of the engineered defect. From the quite sharp spatial profiles of the flow velocity and of the speed of sound, we can anticipate a quite large analog Hawking temperature T H , in the Kelvin range [26] .
How to detect analog Hawking emission -Finally, we address the actual possibility of unequivocally detecting the spontaneous Hawking radiation in our polariton acoustic black hole. As originally predicted in [30] , the correlations between the Hawking partners can be detected in the spatially resolved, second-order correlation function of the density, i.e.
Such a signature of the analog Hawking radiation was shown to extend to the driven-dissipative case of a polariton fluid: as fluctuations of the in-cavity polariton density are directly observable as intensity fluctuations of the emitted light, the Hawking signal can be observed in the equal-time correlations of the spatially-resolved intensity noise of the emission [23] .
To [28] . The result of an average over 2 × 10 5 Montecarlo realizations is shown in Fig. 4 . Correlation and anti-correlation signals are clearly visible between points belonging to different regions along the wire axis. The dashed lines indicate the points at which one would expect correlations to be strongest: compared to [29] , their curved shape stems from the spatial dependence of the flow and sound velocities due to the finite polariton lifetime (see the Supplemental Materials [26] for more details). For the same reason, all correlation signals only extend for a finite distance from the horizon [23] : if needed, this distance can be extended by working with an improved sample, e.g. with a larger quality factor cavity providing longer polariton lifetime. Finally, the additional fringes are a consequence of the curvature of the Bogoliubov dispersion, and of the complex density and velocity profiles in proximity to the horizon region [31] . Even though the expected correlation signal is intrinsically quite low, an integration of the emitted radiation over macroscopically long times, i.e. many orders of magnitude longer than the polariton lifetime and in structures with reduced size and improved designs [31] , opens promising perspectives in view of its experimental detection.
Conclusions -In this Letter we have reported an experimental study of superfluid hydrodynamics of polaritons along a one-dimensional microstructure including an engineered defect. In particular, we have demonstrated the formation of an acoustic black hole horizon. Theoretical Wigner Monte Carlo calculations show that this configuration is amenable to the detection of a Hawking radiation signal in the spatially-resolved correlation function of the intensity noise of photoluminescence, a quantity directly accessible to quantum optical techniques [23, 29, 30] . In contrast to most other analog models where the high-energy part of the dispersion affects the properties of the zero-point emission [10, 11] , excitations on top of the polariton fluid satisfy the hypothesis of the gravitational analogy and are well described by a quantum field theory on a curved space-time [3, 32] . Moreover, with respect to atomic systems, both the high value of T H in the few-K range and the possibility of very long integration times offered by the stationary nature of the polariton flow are very promising in view of an experimental observation of the Hawking emission signal. Standard optical and nanotechnology tools can be used to engineer the spatial shape of the horizon [33] , thus reinforcing the Hawking signal [31] . Further useful experimental knobs are offered by the polariton spin degrees of freedom [22, 24] . Given this remarkable flexibility in the all-optical generation and manipulation of polariton fluids, our results suggest them as a unique tool to study a variety of analogue gravity effects in novel and tunable experimental conditions. The authors acknowledge R. Balbinot, D. Ballarini, A. Bramati, P.-É. Larré, N. Pavloff, R. Parentani, F. Sols, and I. Zapata for fruitful discussions. This work was supported by the ANR Project "Quandyde" (No. ANR-11-BS10-001), by the French RENATECH network, the LABEX Nanosaclay, the ERC grants Honeypol and QGBE, and the Autonomous Province of Trento, partly under the call "Grandi Progetti 2012", project "On silicon chip quantum optics for quantum computing and secure communications -SiQuro". 
I. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION
The polariton dispersion in the upstream and downstream regions is measured via non-resonant photoluminescence of the flat parts of the microstructure [Fig. S1 ]. The excitation energy is 72 meV blue-detuned with respect to the exciton energy, E ex = 1477.7 meV. Figure S1(a) shows the photoluminescence from both the polariton modes and the uncoupled excitons emitting through the wire-edge. From the photoluminesce spectrum, we extract a detuning δ = E cav − E ex ≈ −3 meV, and a polariton effective mass m ∼ 3 × 10 −5 m el (for a parabolic approximation of the lower polariton branch around k = 0), where m el represents the free electron mass.
To characterize the shape of the excitation spot, we measure the spatial profile of the total emission along the wire axis, at very low excitation power, as depicted in Fig. S1(b) . We use a gaussian spot with a full width at half maximum of ∼ 16.5 µm.
II. WAVE-VECTOR MEASUREMENTS WITH SPATIAL FILTERING
In order to measure the selected emission in momentum space from the upstream or downstream regions, we spatially filter the emission from the desired region with the use of a slit located onto an intermediate image of the wire. The use of the slit induces a diffraction effect in the far-field images, particularly when we use a filter of 20 µm in width, which is the case in the upstream measurements. This explains the broadening of the peaks in Figs. 2(a-c) of the main text compared to those in Figs. 2(d-f) , for which the filter was > 45 µm wide. Diffraction features are clearly evidenced in Fig. S2 which represents the data of Fig. 2(c) in logarithmic scale. We observe not only a central peak but also side peaks that are perfectly fitted by a Fraunhaufer diffraction formula: with w = 20.3 µm and k fluid = 0.2 µm −1 . This shows that the side peaks in Fig. 2(c) do not originate from the backscattering of polaritons but are due to the diffraction of the central peak by the spatial selection slit.
III. INTERACTION ENERGY IN THE SUPERFLUID REGIME
The superfluid regime is achieved if the polariton fluid is subsonic (v < c). This condition is equivalent to:
where E int = mc 2 is the interaction energy and E kinetic = mv 2 /2 is the kinetic energy of the polariton fluid in the single-particle picture. Moreover, as discussed in the main text, the total polariton energy is fixed by the excitation laser frequency [1] , which implies that
where E 0 is the single-particle polariton energy at k y = 0 [see Fig. 1 fluid regime the interaction energy satisfies:
IV. PUMP-PROBE MEASUREMENTS IN THE DOWNSTREAM REGION
Polariton interactions in the black hole regime result in significant renormalizations of the polariton branches, following the Bogoliubov dispersion [1] . In order to evidence this effect and confirm our interpretation in terms of speeds of sound of the polariton fluid, we measure the spectrum of excitations of the downstream fluid in a pump-probe experiment. The pump power is fixed at p = 100 mW in the upstream region in the conditions for the realization of the acoustic horizon. A second cw Ti:Sapphire laser at a slightly different energy and weak power p probe = 5 mW, playing the role of a probe, is focused onto a 30 µm spot in the downstream region [see Fig. S3(a) ]. Polariton emission at the energy of the probe laser is collected in transmission geometry.
As suggested in a slightly different context [2] , the probe laser is used here to excite a propagating wave on top of the polariton fluid, similar to pouring a cup of water on top of a flowing river. Thus, the spectrum of excitations of the fluid can be reconstructed by measuring the wave vector k of the propagating wave excited by the probe and the wave vector k of the part of the wave reflected against the defect, at different energies of the probe laser, E probe . The emission of the background fluid is filtered out with the use of a spectrometer. Figure S3(b) depicts the probe signal as a function of the wave vector, with E probe = E pump − 0.21 meV. We observe that the excited wave propagates at smaller wave vectors in the presence of the pump. Indeed, this effect is due to the renormalization of the spectrum of excitations due to the presence of the pump fluid in the nonlinear regime. The observation of excited modes below the pump energy is a clear evidence of the supersonic regime [4] . By repeating the same measurements at different E probe values, we are able to reconstruct the dispersion in the downstream region, both in the linear (i.e. without pump) and nonlinear (i.e. in the presence of the pump) regimes [see Fig. S3(c) ]. The dispersion in the linear regime corresponds well to the parabola
where k fluid = 0.52 µm −1 and E int = gn = 50 µeV are the wavevector and interaction energy of the downstream fluid, respectively, corresponding to a pump power p = 100 mW [see Figs. 2(f) and 3(a) of the main text] . The same experiment, but measured in the upstream region, is technically more difficult since the probe signal is washed out by the dominant fluid emission even with the use of a spectrometer. Nevertheless, we can calculate the excitation spectrum of the upstream fluid using the Bogoliubov dispersion S4 with the parameters measured at p = 100 mW (k fluid = 0.21 µm −1 and gn = 0.35 meV) as shown in Fig. S3(d) . This dispersion, calculated with the measured parameters presented in the main text, corresponds to that of a subsonic fluid, indeed.
V. ESTIMATION OF THE HAWKING TEMPERATURE
From the interaction energy above 100 mW [ Fig. 3 (a) of the main text], we estimate an average healing length of:
where
is the interaction energy in the upstream (downstream) region. Since the horizon (d ≈ 8 µm, see Fig. 1(g) in the main text) is smoother than the healing length (d ξ), a Hawking temperature can be estimated in the hydrodynamic approximation [6] :
where v u(d) and c u(d) are the measured fluid velocity and speed of sound in the upstream (downstream) region for an excitation power of 100 mW [see Fig. 3 (b,c) in the main text]. In the case of polaritons, the characteristic energy with which this temperature should be compared is not the lattice or polariton temperature. Actually, polaritons are very weakly coupled to phonons in the semiconductor matrix and, when excited resonantly, their energy distribution is at most determined by their lifetime [7] . Therefore, T H should be compared to the polariton lifetime. In the present sample, the polariton lifetime corresponds to a linewidth of ∼ 50 µeV, i.e. much smaller than the thermal energy associated to the expected Hawking radiation (∼ 250 µeV for 3 K). A difficulty in the observation of Hawking radiation could come from the shot noise in the photo-detection process, but this issue can be overcome with a sufficiently long integration time.
FIG. S4. Velocity profile as a function of propagation direction. The origin corresponds to the center position of the microstructured defect. The subsonic/supersonic boundary actually occurs about 2 µm on its negative side (see arrow).
VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS I: DENSITY AND VELOCITY PROFILES
We have modeled this experiment by a drivendissipative Gross-Pitaevskii equation, or generalized nonlinear Schrodinger equation. In particular, considering that we work very close to the bottom of the lower polariton dispersion, we restrict our model to a single field describing the lower polariton. Of course, it is implicit that the polariton is a composite quasi-particle, and the radiation detected is only related to its photonic component [1] .
In the dilute limit of weak polariton-polariton interactions, the dynamics of the system can be accurately captured by a mean-field treatment where the quantum polariton field,ψ, is approximated by a classical field equal to its expectation value, φ = ψ . The evolution of such field is determined by a one-dimensional drivendissipative nonlinear Schrödinger equation, or generalized Gross-Pitaevskii equation [1] :
which generalizes to the non-equilibrium context of polaritons the well-known Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) of dilute Bose condensed gases [8] . In Eq. S7, V (y) is the spatially-dependent potential for polaritons propagating along the microwire axis, y (i.e., describing the microstructured defect), ω(−i∂ y ) describes the polariton dispersion (approximated with a free-particle dispersion with constant effective mass, see main text), g is the one-dimensional polariton-polariton interaction constant (assumed 0.3 µeV·µm in these simulations, as appropriate for a microwire width of 3 µm), and F pump (y, t) = F 0 (y) exp[i(k pump y − ω pump t)] describes the gaussian pump spot in continuous wave excitation regime. The numerical solution of Eq. S7 allows to determine the fluid velocity and speed of sound along the wire axis, defined as v(y) = Im(φ * ∂ y φ)/m and c(y) = gn(y)/m, respectively. In particular, for the microstructure under investigation and at high pump power (corresponding to the p = 100 mW experimental value, see the main text) the results are shown in Fig. S4 , clearly evidencing the subsonic/supersonic transition of our analog black-hole event horizon.
VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS II: SPATIAL CORRELATIONS
The horizon created at the engineered defect of our microwire is particularly promising for the experimental detection of spontaneous Hawking radiation by vacuum field fluctuations at the subsonic/supersonic boundary. An indirect experimental measure of such an emission can be performed by intensity correlation measurements at equal times. In order to estimate the feasibility of this experiment for the present horizon, we have calculated the density-density spatial correlations around the engineered defect, as shown in Fig. 4 of the main text.
To include the fluctuations of the polariton field around its mean value, we have employed a technique originally developed in a quantum optics context and then widely applied to dilute quantum fluids, the so-called truncated Wigner approximation [9, 10] . This technique was recently extended to treat out-of-equilibrium quantum fluids of polaritons in [5, 11] . In brief, the dynamics of the quantum field problem can be described by a stochastic partial differential equation of the form:
where ∆y is the spacing of the real-space grid, and dξ is a complex valued, zero-mean, independent Gaussian noise term with white noise correlation in both space and time, i.e. dξ * (y, t) dξ(y , t) = 2δ(y − y ) dt. The equal-time spatial correlations of density fluctuations are calculated as g (2) (y, y ) = ψ † (y)ψ † (y )ψ(y )ψ(y) / n(y) n(y ) , where n(y) ≡ ψ † (y)ψ(y) , and the quantum expectation values can be calculated from Wigner averages over a large number of independent configurations [11] obtained by sampling the stochastic evolution at different times spaced by T s 1/γ. In particular, the results shown in Fig. 4 have been obtained after averaging over 2 × 10 5 Montecarlo realizations.
VIII. SPATIAL POSITION OF THE MAXIMUM CORRELATION SIGNAL
The first calculations of the density correlation signal in [12, 13] addressed the case of fluids whose density, flow velocity and interaction energy is spatially piecewise constant in both upstream and downstream regions. In such case, the intensity of the signal for the different processes was maximum on straight lines defined by same optical-path conditions. Locating the horizon at y hor = 0, for standard Hawking processes (u − d 2 in the notation of [14] ), this condition reads 
for other processes labelled as d 1 − d 2 and u − d 1 in [14] , respectively. When the flow velocity and/or the speed of sound are spatially varying, the above equations have to be modified into integrals. For instance, the standard Hawking processes are expected to give a maximum signal on the curve defined by the implicit integral equation 
Of course, this equation is valid only within a geometrical optics approximation where the spatial variations are assumed to be slow as compared to the wavelength of the Hawking phonons. While this condition can be reasonably valid away from the horizon, exact determination of the lower integration limit in the vicinity of the horizon point at y = 0 goes beyond this approximation.
In Fig. 4 [14] ) can be explained in terms of the strong curvature of the k y < 0 part of the Bogoliubov dispersion in the downstream region, and from the complex density and velocity profiles in the horizon region [15] .
